
These brooms work outside to push heavy debris
X-COARSE INDUSTRIAL

Use these brooms streetside on rough uneven surfaces  
for jobs such as road construction and landscaping. 

67 serIes  |  synthetIc combo

62 serIes  |  natural combo

83 serIes  |  synthetIc

item size [in.] pack

6718 18

66724 24

6736 36

item size [in.] pack

6218 18

66224 24

6236 36

item size [in.] pack

8318 18

68324 24

8336 36

73 serIes  |  natural

item size [in.] pack

7314 14
10

7316 16

74 serIes  |  synthetIc

COARSE INDUSTRIAL
Use on rough, unfinished surfaces
These brooms work on uneven/unfinished floors or uniform outdoor surfaces.

natural fibre is heat resistant

synthetic fibre is chemical & water resistant

The 67 Series features a centre filled with coarse synthetic bristles 
encased by a row of soft, flagged, synthetic bristles for a broom that will 
sweep up fine dust and move debris at the same time.

An all-natural push broom combining a stiff palmyra centre  
surrounded by an outer row of medium natural fibre. These two fibres 
are plant based, heat resistant, aggressive sweepers that move large 
debris over rough surfaces.

Synthetic fibre fills the block of this outdoor broom. The coarse  
bristles are oil and solvent resistant; the broom can be used in wet  
or dry conditions wherever heavy debris needs to be moved. 

Traditionally called a stable 
broom, this is an extra-coarse 
palmyra-filled broom that is heat 
resistant. It is ideal for working 
with asphalt in road construc-
tion, or where coarse debris 
needs to be swept.

This broom is filled with coarse 
synthetic fibre and is ideal for 
street sweeping and the 
construction industry. 

Warning: The fibres are chemical 
resistant, but will warp or melt if 
exposed to heat. Use the 73 Series 
when high heat is expected.

item size [in.] pack

7414 14
10

7416 16

order acme  
handle

coarse

Note:  oil & solvent resistant Note: order tapered handle

x-coarse

x-coarse

Note: order tapered handle

Ensure you order a tapered handle  
with these brooms

coarse

Note:  heat resistant

order acme  

handle

order acme  
handle

coarse

Note:  oil & solvent resistant
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